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Abstract

With the recent availability of tissue-specific gene expression data, e.g., provided by the

GTEx Consortium, there is interest in comparing gene co-expression patterns across tis-

sues. One promising approach to this problem is to use a multilayer network analysis frame-

work and perform multilayer community detection. Communities in gene co-expression

networks reveal groups of genes similarly expressed across individuals, potentially involved

in related biological processes responding to specific environmental stimuli or sharing com-

mon regulatory variations. We construct a multilayer network in which each of the four layers

is an exocrine gland tissue-specific gene co-expression network. We develop methods for

multilayer community detection with correlation matrix input and an appropriate null model.

Our correlation matrix input method identifies five groups of genes that are similarly co-

expressed in multiple tissues (a community that spans multiple layers, which we call a gen-

eralist community) and two groups of genes that are co-expressed in just one tissue (a com-

munity that lies primarily within just one layer, which we call a specialist community). We

further found gene co-expression communities where the genes physically cluster across

the genome significantly more than expected by chance (on chromosomes 1 and 11). This

clustering hints at underlying regulatory elements determining similar expression patterns

across individuals and cell types. We suggest that KRTAP3-1, KRTAP3-3, and KRTAP3-5

share regulatory elements in skin and pancreas. Furthermore, we find that CELA3A and

CELA3B share associated expression quantitative trait loci in the pancreas. The results indi-

cate that our multilayer community detection method for correlation matrix input extracts bio-

logically interesting communities of genes.

Author summary

Genes that are similarly expressed across individuals (i.e., co-expressed) are potentially

involved in related biological processes. Therefore, the identification and biological analy-

sis of co-expressed genes may be useful for revealing genes associated with specific dis-

eases or other phenotypes. Because gene co-expression depends on the tissue in general,
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we compared co-expression patterns across four different exocrine gland tissues. This

problem lends itself to multilayer network analysis in which each layer of the multilayer

network is a tissue-specific gene co-expression network. The nodes in the network repre-

sent genes, and a pair of genes is directly connected by an edge if the two genes are co-

expressed. We developed a method to detect groups of co-expressed genes in the multi-

layer gene co-expression network using correlational tissue-specific gene expression data.

We found some groups of genes that are co-expressed in all four tissues and other groups

of genes that are only co-expressed in one tissue. We also found that some of these groups

of genes contain genes that are physically clustered across the genome. Our methods

reveal groups of genes with potentially different mechanisms of gene co-expression.

1 Introduction

In networks, communities, or modules, are broadly defined as groups of nodes with higher

internal than external density of edges compared to a null model [1, 2]. There have been pro-

posed numerous objective functions to be optimized and algorithms for community detection

in networks. Because edges in networks represent a relationship between the nodes, it follows

that these communities are groups of nodes that likely share common properties or play a sim-

ilar role within the network. Many real-world networks naturally divide into communities,

including biological networks, and studying communities is expected to help us better under-

stand complex biological interactions [3–8].

Communities in gene networks are often called gene modules [4–6]. Methods to find func-

tional gene modules are useful tools for discovering how the genes interact and coordinate to

perform specific biological functions [9–12]. Furthermore, studying the relationships between

gene modules may reveal a higher-order organization of the transcriptome [13, 14]. Biological

analyses of gene modules can suggest genes that play a regulatory role in disease or other phe-

notypes, or identify novel therapeutic target genes for future intervention studies [15–18].

Additionally, one can study gene modules across evolutionary time to find biologically impor-

tant groups of co-regulated genes because genes that must be co-expressed together will be

under evolutionary pressure to maintain their coordinated expression [19, 20].

While there are various definitions of gene modules, or communities, in gene co-expression

networks, gene modules are sets of genes that are similarly expressed across individuals and,

therefore, potentially involved in related biological processes [16, 19, 21]. In such networks,

the nodes represent genes, and a pair of nodes is directly connected with each other by an

undirected edge if the two genes are co-expressed, i.e., if they show a similar expression pattern

across samples [9, 15, 21–23]. Biologically, co-expressed genes may occur because transcrip-

tion factors may have unique DNA binding sites located in promoter regions of distinct sets of

genes [24, 25], polymerase binding may cause synchronous transcription of several genes [26],

physically closeby genes may cluster within similarly regulated topologically associated

domains [27–29], or particular environmental factors may concurrently affect genes in a par-

ticular pathway [30–32], among other reasons [33]. Non-biological effects such as batch pro-

cessing and RNA quality also contribute to gene co-expression [34, 35]. In general, one cannot

distinguish between the biological and non-biological sources of co-expression from the

expression data alone; thus, interpreting co-expression networks is challenging [33, 36]. How-

ever, gene co-expression network analysis may be able to clarify novel molecular mechanisms

that are relevant to disease and facilitate identification of potential targets for intervention

studies [16, 33]. Crucially, gene co-expression and gene expression carry different information.
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For example, differential co-expression analysis identified the alpha synuclein variant (aSynL)

in several Parkinson’s disease data sets. In contrast, differential expression analysis alone did

not identify this variant since aSynL was highly differentially co-expressed but not highly dif-

ferentially expressed [37]. Gene co-expression analyses can provide novel insights that are

likely overlooked or undetected in traditional gene expression analyses [33].

Gene expression and co-expression may depend on regulatory elements in the genome,

which are often specific to different cell types [17, 38–41]. The increased availability of tissue-

specific gene expression data allows us to compare and contrast gene expression and co-

expression and their communities across different tissues. A challenge for deciphering such

data is integrating and distinguishing between communities found in various cell types, deter-

mining their biological relevance, and identifying regulatory elements maintaining these com-

munities. For example, a simultaneous analysis of both generic multi-tissue co-expression

(derived from aggregated gene expression data from multiple tissues) and tissue-specific co-

expression resulted in a more efficient prediction of human disease genes than the use of

generic multi-tissue co-expression alone [38]. It has also been found that modules conserved

across different types of tissues are likely to have functions common to those tissues [39, 42].

In contrast, modules upregulated in a particular tissue are often involved in tissue-specific

functions [39].

One can regard a set of co-expression networks of genes constructed for multiple tissues as

a multilayer network. As we schematically show in Fig 1, each layer of the multilayer network

is a tissue-specific gene co-expression network. The edges within a layer (i.e., intralayer edges)

represent tissue-specific co-expression. The edges between the layers (i.e., interlayer edges)

connect the same gene across tissues. Multilayer network analysis, particularly multilayer com-

munity detection [43, 44], is becoming an increasingly popular tool in biological data analysis

given that biological systems are often multi-dimensional and involve complex interactions

Fig 1. Schematic of a multilayer gene co-expression network. The intralayer edges, shown by the solid lines, represent co-expression. The interlayer

edges, shown by the dashed lines, connect the same gene across layers.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.g001
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[45–48]. Analyzing single-layer networks separately may be insufficient to reveal the patterns

of these complex biological interactions [47]. For example, multilayer gene co-expression net-

works, in which each layer consists of a subset of gene pairs with a similar co-expression level,

were constructed for comparing healthy and breast cancer co-expression patterns [49]. In the

healthy multilayer co-expression network, the layers gradually attain hub nodes as one goes

towards the top layer, whereas in the breast cancer multilayer network, the majority of layers

contain no hub nodes and only a few top layers abruptly start to contain hub nodes [49]. In

another application to breast cancer data, a multilayer gene co-expression network in which

each layer corresponds to a clinical stage of breast cancer was analyzed [50]. A community

detection algorithm designed to identify layer-specific modules in multilayer networks finds

gene modules in the breast cancer network significantly associated with the survival time of

patients [50]. Community detection in multilayer stochastic block models, in which each layer

is a gene co-expression network at a specific developmental time, reveals different biological

processes active at different stages of a monkey’s brain development [51, 52]. A Higher-Order

Generalized Singular Value Decomposition method allows for simultaneous identification of

both “common” and “differential” modules across several tissue-specific gene co-expression

networks [53]. A study of the relationships between communities across different tissue-spe-

cific layers of a multilayer gene co-expression network provides promise for our better under-

standing of inter-tissue regulatory mechanisms through both intra-tissue and inter-tissue

transcriptome analysis [41].

Another application for multilayer approaches is to categorize diseases and drug targets.

For instance, analyses of densely connected subgraphs that consistently appear in different lay-

ers have revealed disease modules (i.e., groups of diseases extracted from a four-layer disease

similarity network in which a node is a disease and the four layers are constructed from pro-

tein-protein interaction (PPI), a symptom data set, Gene Ontology, and Disease Ontology)

[54] and drug-target modules (i.e., groups of genes extracted from a multilayer network in

which each layer is a tissue-specific PPI network) [55]. Groups of diseases that have molecular

and phenotypic similarities were discovered in an analysis of a bilayer network of human dis-

eases consisting of a genotype-based and phenotype-based layers [56]. A multilayer network

analysis in which each layer is a similarity matrix among 26 different populations for a given

structural variant revealed evolutionarily adaptive structural variants [57]. Regulatory and sig-

naling mechanisms associated with a given cellular response were discovered using a multi-

layer community detection method designed for identifying active modules in weighted gene

co-expression networks [58]. Community detection on tissue-specific multilayer networks

composed of a co-expression network, transcription factor co-targeting network, microRNA

co-targeting network, and PPI network revealed candidate driver cancer genes [59].

As discussed above, the study of co-expression networks can lead to various biological

insights [22, 33, 60]. However, there are some limitations to this approach. Edges of co-expres-

sion networks are correlational in nature. In general, creating unweighted or weighted net-

works from correlation data can be straightforward (e.g., thresholding on the edge weight and/

or assuming no edges between negatively correlated node pairs). However, such straightfor-

ward methods are subject to various problems such as false positives [61, 62], arbitrariness in

setting the parameter value such as the threshold on the edge weight [63, 64], and loss of infor-

mation by subthreshold or negative correlation values [63, 65]. Existing methods to estimate

sparse networks from correlation matrix data, such as graphical lasso [66–68] or estimation of

sparse covariance matrices [69–71], mitigate some of these problems. In contrast to construct-

ing sparse networks, in the present study, we explore the adaptation of network analysis meth-

ods to directly work on correlation matrix input. Such methods have been developed for

community detection via modularity maximization [72–74] and clustering coefficients [75]. A
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key observation exploited in these studies is that one needs to use appropriate null models for

correlation matrices, which are different from those for general networks. In particular, the

standard null model for general networks called the configuration model is not a correlation

or covariance matrix in general [72]. In this study, we expand this line of approach to the case

of multilayer correlation matrix data. In particular, we develop a method for community

detection by combining multilayer modularity maximization and a configuration model of

correlation matrices. We also develop statistical methods to calculate the significance of each

detected community. We apply our methods to multilayer Pearson correlation matrices repre-

senting co-expression of genes in four tissues to compare communities of genes across differ-

ent tissues. Code for running our multilayer community detection method with covariance

matrix input is available at Github [76].

2 Methods

2.1 Data

The Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) portal provides open-access tissue-specific gene

expression data [77]. For the analyses in the present work, we use the gene transcripts per mil-

lion (TPM) data from release V8 for four exocrine glands: pancreas, minor salivary gland,

mammary gland, and skin (not sun exposed). In this pilot study, we limit our analysis to four

tissues. We chose these tissues because they are all tissues that interact with the outside world

and may have adaptively evolved to different environmental conditions. Specifically, the pan-

creas plays a vital role in the digestive system, secreting digestive enzymes [78]. The salivary

gland is the main gatekeeper of our body and contributes to the oral proteome [79]. The mam-

mary gland produces milk containing immunologic agents to nourish and protect young off-

spring [80]. The skin protects the body against pathogens, regulates body temperature, and has

changed most drastically in human lineage [81, 82]. Consequently, we hypothesized that these

tissues would retain a high level of variation in gene expression levels.

There are 328 samples from the pancreas, 162 samples from the minor salivary gland, 459

samples from the mammary gland, and 604 samples from the skin (not sun exposed) in this

TPM data. Each sample contains gene expression data for 56, 200 different genes.

The number of genes is much larger than the number of samples for all tissues. Therefore,

we focused on a subset of genes for our analysis around the same size as the number of samples

in our data, as in [39, 83]. To subset the genes, we identified the top 75 genes with the highest

variance of TPM across all samples [22], separately for each tissue. We chose the number 75

because the union of the top 75 genes in terms of the variance of TPM across the four tissues

contains 203 genes, which is not much larger than the smallest number of samples (162 sam-

ples). It is well known that estimation of correlation matrices from data is unreliable if the

number of elements (i.e., genes in the present case) is comparable with or larger than the num-

ber of samples [84]. Nevertheless, to further validate our choice for the number of genes, we

repeated some analysis on an expanded network with 371 genes. We found that the expanded

network produces a similar type of partition as the original network, supporting the robustness

of our analysis with respect to the number of genes selected for our analysis (see Text A in S1

Text).

We looked at the most variable genes because, again, our goal is to understand the underly-

ing genetic and environmental bases of gene expression variation. In fact, most of the highly

variably expressed genes are also highly expressed genes. To show this, for each tissue, we cal-

culate the Jaccard index between the top 75 genes in terms of average TPM and the top 75

genes in terms of variance of TPM. The Jaccard index is defined as the size of the intersection

of two finite sets A and B divided by the size of the union of A and B [85]. The range of the
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Jaccard index is 0 to 1, and a larger Jaccard index implies a greater overlap between the two

sets of genes. We also examine the average rank of the top 75 genes in variance among all 56,

200 genes. We compute the rank in terms of the average TPM. Therefore, if the average rank is

high (i.e., a low number), then the highly variable genes are also relatively highly expressed.

We show in Table 1 the Jaccard index and the average rank of the top 75 genes for each tissue.

The table indicates that the Jaccard index is at least 0.402 and the average rank is at most 167.8.

These results suggest that the top 75 genes in terms of variance of TPM are overall highly

expressed genes as well because we have calculated these indices for 75 genes in comparison to

the 56, 200 genes. This finding is consistent with an established understanding that sequence

read count data follows a negative binomial distribution [86–88].

We analyze four-layer networks composed of the 203 genes in the union of the top 75 genes

in terms of the variance of TPM across the four tissues. We note that the number of nodes

must be the same in each layer for our multilayer community detection method described in

section 2.4.

2.2 Multilayer network construction

For each of the four tissues, we generate a 203 × 203 gene co-expression matrix in which the

(i, j)-th entry is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the log-normalized TPM of gene i
and the log-normalized TPM of gene j across all samples from that tissue. We take the loga-

rithm of TPM before calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient to suppress the effect of

outliers; TPM is extremely large for some samples. Let S denote the number of samples from

tissue α. We denote by xi,α,s and xj,α, s the TPM value for gene i and j, respectively, for sample

s 2 {1, 2, . . ., S} in tissue α. Then, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between log

(xi,α,s + 1) and log(xj,α, s + 1) across the S samples as the co-expression between gene i and gene

j in tissue α. In other words, we calculate

raði; jÞ ¼
PS

s¼1
½logðxi;a;s þ 1Þ � mi;a�½logðxj;a;s þ 1Þ � mj;a�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPS
s¼1
½logðxi;a;s þ 1Þ � mi;a�

2PS
s¼1
½logðxj;a;s þ 1Þ � mj;a�

2
q ; ð1Þ

where

mi;a ¼
1

S

XS

s¼1

logðxi;a;s þ 1Þ ð2Þ

Table 1. Similarity between the highly variable genes and the highly expressed genes in each tissue.

Tissue Jaccard index Average rank

pancreas 0.685 52.81

salivary gland 0.531 64.31

mammary gland 0.402 133.5

skin 0.442 167.8

We calculate the Jaccard index between the top 75 genes in terms of average TPM and the top 75 genes in terms of

variance of TPM. We calculate the average rank of the top 75 genes in variance, where the rank is in terms of average

TPM.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.t001
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and

mj;a ¼
1

S

XS

s¼1

logðxj;a;s þ 1Þ: ð3Þ

We took the logarithm of xi,α,s + 1 because, in this manner, xi,α,s = 0 is mapped to 0.

To compare the gene co-expression patterns across the different tissues, we view the four

correlation matrices as a four-layer correlation matrix, or categorical layers of a multilayer

gene co-expression network. Because the set of genes is the same in the four layers, we place an

interlayer edge between the same gene in each pair of layers (i.e., tissues) as shown by the

dashed lines in Fig 1. Therefore, our network is a multiplex network with diagonal and cate-

gorical interlayer couplings, where, by definition, the interlayer edges connect each gene with

itself in each other layer [89, 90].

We denote the strength of the interlayer coupling that connects node i in layer α to node i
in layer β as ωiαβ [43]. One typically assumes that ωiαβ takes binary values {0, ω}, where ω is a

parameter indicating the absence (i.e., 0) or presence (i.e., ω) of interlayer edges [43]. However,

how to set and interpret the ω value is not straightforward [91]. In this work, we use the empir-

ical co-expression (i.e., Pearson correlation coefficient) of gene i between tissues α and β as

ωiαβ. Specifically, ωiαβ is equal to the right-hand side of Eq (1) with xj,α,s and mj,α being replaced

by xi,β,s and mi,β, respectively, and with S being interpreted as the number of samples common

to tissues α and β. Since the majority of studies on multilayer modularity maximization assume

non-negative interlayer edge weights, if the obtained ωiαβ is negative, we force ωiαβ = 0. How-

ever, note that some studies do include negative interlayer edge weights [92].

2.3 Community detection in conventional multilayer networks

We are interested in detecting communities (also called modules and gene sets) in our multi-

layer networks to find sets of genes that are similarly expressed across individuals and there-

fore potentially involved in related biological processes. Some algorithms can detect

communities that span between multiple layers as well as communities that lie within just one

layer. We are interested in these different types of communities and their biological implica-

tions. A common method to find such communities in multilayer networks is to maximize an

objective function called the multilayer modularity [43]. However, our multilayer gene net-

works are based on correlation. Therefore, we develop multilayer modularity for multilayer

correlation matrices. In this section, we review multilayer modularity for usual multilayer net-

works as a primer to the multilayer modularity for correlation matrices.

The modularity for single-layer undirected networks, which may be weighted, is given by

[93, 94]

Q ¼
1

2M

XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

Aij � g
kikj
2M

� �

dðgi; gjÞ; ð4Þ

where N is the number of nodes in the given network; Aij is the (i, j)-th entry of the adjacency

matrix and we assume Aii = 0 8i 2 {1, . . ., N}; M ¼ 1

2

PN
i¼1

PN
j¼1

Aij is the number of edges in

the case of unweighted networks and the total weight of all edges in the case of weighted net-

works; γ is the resolution parameter controlling the size of typical communities found by mod-

ularity maximization [95]; a large γ tends to lead to relatively many small communities; kikj/
2M is equal to the probability that an edge exists, or alternatively the expected edge weight,

between nodes i and j under the configuration model; ki ¼
PN

j¼1
Aij is the (weighted) degree of
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node i; gi is the community to which node i belongs; δ(gi, gj) = 1 if gi = gj and δ(gi, gj) = 0

otherwise.

To generalize the modularity to the case of multilayer networks, let L be the number of lay-

ers in the multilayer network. We let Aijα be the (i, j)-th entry of the intralayer adjacency

matrix, which may be weighted, in network layer α. We assume Aiiα = 0 8i 2 {1, . . ., N} and

8a 2 f1; . . . ;Lg. We remind that ωiαβ is the weight of the interlayer coupling between node i
in layer α and node i itself in layer β. The multilayer modularity is given by [43]

Q ¼
1

2m

XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

XL

a¼1

XL

b¼1

Aija � ga
kiakja
2ma

� �

dab
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

intralayer

þ oiabdij
|fflffl{zfflffl}
interlayer

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5
dðgia; gjbÞ; ð5Þ

where kia ¼
PN

j¼1
Aija is the strength (i.e., weighted degree) of node i in layer α, and ma ¼

1

2

PN
i¼1

kia is the total edge weight in layer α. We set 2m ¼
PN

i¼1

PL
a¼1
ðkia þ

PL
b¼1
oiabÞ, which is

equal to twice of the total edge weight. Let γα be the resolution parameter in layer α; δαβ = 1 if

α = β and δαβ = 0 otherwise; δij is defined in the same manner; and giα is the community to

which node i in layer α belongs. Eq (5) implies that communities that contain interlayer edges

are rewarded with higher modularity values.

We will discuss the selection of γα in section 2.5. We use the Louvain algorithm for multi-

layer modularity maximization. Specifically, we use the iterated GenLouvain function from

GenLouvain version 2.2, which repeatedly implements GenLouvain until convergence to an

output partition (i.e., until the output partition does not change between two successive itera-

tions) [96, 97].

The modularity function Q typically has many local maxima [98]. Reflecting this fact, most

modularity maximization algorithms are stochastic and do not output a unique answer. A

common approach to combine the results from multiple partitions of nodes is consensus clus-

tering to obtain a consensus partition [99]. We use the consensus clustering algorithm

described in [100] and implemented in the Python package netneurotools version 0.2.3 [101].

2.4 Community detection in multilayer correlation matrices

In this section, we expand modularity maximization for correlation matrices [72, 73] to the

case of multilayer correlation matrices.

Let ρ = (ρij) be an N ×N correlation matrix and hρi be a null model of the correlation matrix

of the same size. The modularity for a single correlation matrix is given by

Q ¼
1

Cnorm

XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

ðrij � hrijiÞdðgi; gjÞ; ð6Þ

where Cnorm ¼
PN

i¼1

PN
j¼1
rij is a normalization constant. One can use a modularity maximiza-

tion algorithm to maximize Q given hρi.
We generalize Eq (6) to the case of a multilayer correlation matrix by writing down an

equation in the same form as Eq (5). We will use the term node to refer to a gene in a specific

layer of the four-layer correlation matrix. Let ρijα be the empirical Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient between nodes i and j in layer α, and let hρijαi be the correlation between nodes i and j in

layer α in the null model of the correlation matrix. Then, the modularity of a multilayer
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correlation matrix is

Q ¼
1

Cnorm

XN

i¼1

XN

j¼1

XL

a¼1

XL

b¼1

ðrija � gahrijaiÞdab þ oiabdij

h i
dðgia; gjbÞ; ð7Þ

where Cnorm ¼
PN

i¼1

PL
a¼1
ð
PN

j¼1
rija þ

PL
b¼1
oiabÞ. Parameter γα represents the resolution in

layer α [95], and we will discuss the selection of γα in section 2.5. We remind that ωiαβ is the

empirical co-expression of gene i between tissues α and β. We double-count (i, j) and (j, i),
with i 6¼ j, in Eq (7) following previous literature [72, 73].

We use a configuration model for correlation matrices [74] as the null model, while other

null models are also possible, such as the H-Q-S algorithm [102] and those derived from ran-

dom matrix theory [72]. The configuration model [74], implemented in the configcorr pack-

age [103], generates the correlation matrix maximizing the entropy under the constraint that

the strength (i.e., weighted degree) of each node of the input correlation matrix is conserved.

The model assumes normality of the input data. While the algorithm accepts a covariance

matrix or a correlation matrix as input, if the input is a covariance matrix, it is first trans-

formed to the correlation matrix before being fed to the configuration model. To maximize Q
given by Eq (7), we feed the supra-modularity matrix B, where Biαjβ = (ρijα − γαhρijαi)δαβ + ωiαβ

δij, to GenLouvain. Again, we use the iterated GenLouvain function [97] and a consensus clus-

tering technique to obtain a final partition [100] but by inputting 200 partitions of the same

network.

Prior studies developed methods to assess statistical significance of the detected communi-

ties in single-layer networks [104–106]. Here, we extend this approach to the case of multilayer

correlation matrices and multilayer networks. We do this by comparing a detected community

to the same set of nodes in a random graph (or null model) in terms of some quality measure.

For each detected community and given quality measure, we calculated the Z score defined by

z ¼
x � m
s

; ð8Þ

where x is the quality measure calculated for the empirical community, and μ and σ are the

expected value and the standard deviation, respectively, of the same quality measure for the

same community but under a null model. In the following text, we explain this method for

multilayer correlation matrices, which we primarily use for our gene data analysis. We show

the details of our methods for general multilayer networks in Text B in S1 Text.

We introduce a quality measure of a community that is analogous to the total weight of the

intralayer edges within the community. Let W be the total weight of intralayer edges within

the set of nodes S in a multilayer correlation matrix. In the remainder of this section, we use

the covariance matrices instead of correlation matrices for analytical tractability. This assump-

tion is not detrimental to the application of our methods to multilayer correlation matrix data

because a correlation matrix is a covariance matrix in general. Let Corg
ija be the (i, j)-th element

of Corg
a

, an empirical covariance matrix for layer α. Then, we have

W ¼
XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

Corg
ija ;

ð9Þ

where (i, α) represents gene i in layer α, and the summation is over all node pairs ((i, α), (j, α))

in S. We exclude the diagonal elements, i.e., Corg
iia in Eq (9) because they are equal to 1 for corre-

lation matrices.
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Let Ccon
a

be a sample covariance matrix for layer α generated by the configuration model for

correlation matrices [74]. Let Ccon
ija be the (i, j)-th element of Ccon

a
. Using E½Ccon

a
� ¼ Ca, where Cα

is the covariance matrix for the estimated multivariate normal distribution for layer α [74], we

obtain

E
XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

Ccon
ija

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5
¼
XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

E Ccon
ija

h i
¼
XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

Cija: ð10Þ

We obtain

Var
XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

Ccon
ija

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5
¼

1

L

XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

XN

k ¼ 1

k; að Þ 2 S

Xk� 1

r ¼ 1

r; að Þ 2 S

CikaCjra þ CiraCjka

� �

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5
: ð11Þ

We show the derivation of Eq (11) in Text C in S1 Text. Note that

Var
XL

a¼1

XN

i ¼ 1

i; að Þ 2 S

Xi� 1

j ¼ 1

j; að Þ 2 S

Ccon
ija

2

6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
5
/

1

L
; ð12Þ

which is consistent with the central limit theorem.

2.5 Determining a resolution parameter value

For simplicity, we assume γα to be common for all layers and denote the common value by γ.

We use the Convex Hull of Admissible Modularity Partitions (CHAMP) algorithm version

2.1.0 [107, 108] to determine the γ value. The CHAMP algorithm takes a set of partitions gen-

erated by any community detection method as input and identifies the parameter regions in

which each partition attains the largest modularity among all the partitions. The algorithm

then obtains a pruned subset of admissible partitions and allows one to select parameter values

corresponding to more robust community structures, which are large parameter regions in

which the same partition maximizes the modularity.

Because we inform the interlayer coupling strength values by the empirical data as we

described in section 2.2, we only need to tune the γ value. Therefore, using 15 evenly spaced γ
values ranging from γ = 1 to γ = 4, we run a multilayer community detection method to obtain

15 partitions, one for each γ value, for a given multilayer network. Then, we employ the one-

dimensional CHAMP on the 15 corresponding partitions to identify the ranges of γ in which

the same partition maximizes the modularity. The wider ranges of γ correspond to more

robust ranges of γ, so we choose a γ value in the two widest ranges according to CHAMP.

2.6 Specialist and generalist communities

The communities in multilayer correlation matrices and multilayer networks determined by

the maximization of multilayer modularity may span multiple layers. We refer to a community

containing genes belonging to various layers, i.e., tissues, as a generalist community. We refer

to a community that contains genes in mostly just one tissue as a specialist community. The
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genes in a generalist community are general in the sense that they are co-expressed similarly

across multiple tissues, whereas the genes in a specialist community are specialist in the sense

that they are uniquely co-expressed in a single tissue. We will give the precise definitions of a

generalist community and a specialist community in the following text. These different types

of communities occur due to the similarity or difference between gene co-expression patterns

across different tissues. In particular, some pairs of genes show co-expression across individu-

als in only specific tissues and others in multiple tissues. We are interested in whether our

community detection method can detect these different types of communities. Therefore, we

need a measure to classify each detected community as a generalist community or a specialist

community.

We define a measure called the specialist fraction to quantify how specialized any multilayer

community is as follows. For a given community, we first find the number of genes unique to

each tissue α, i.e., the genes i for which node (i, α) belongs to the community and node (i, β)

does not for any β 6¼ α. Second, we define the specialist tissue of the community as the tissue

that has the largest number of unique genes. The specialist fraction is the number of genes

unique to the specialist tissue divided by the total number of nodes in the community. If the

community lies within one layer, the specialist fraction is equal to 1. A large value of the spe-

cialist fraction suggests that the community is a specialist community. Genes unique to a spe-

cialist community may have functions specific to the tissue. In contrast, if all genes belong to at

least two tissues, the specialist fraction is equal to 0. If many genes belong to different tissues in

the community, the specialist fraction is low, suggesting that the community is relatively a gen-

eralist community. Genes in a generalist community may have functions expressed across vari-

ous tissues.

2.7 Gene set enrichment analysis

To explore the biological processes associated with the set of genes constituting a detected

community, we carried out a gene set enrichment analysis. It is a standard method for detect-

ing statistically significant enriched biological processes, pathways, regulatory motifs, protein

complexes, and disease phenotypes in the given gene set. We use g:Profiler (version

e109_eg56_p17_1d3191d) for this purpose [109] and restrict our analysis to the Gene Ontol-

ogy biological process (GO:BP) release 2023–03-06 [110, 111] and Human phenotype ontology

(HP) release 2023–01-27 [112] results. We use a Benjamini-Hochberg FDR significance

threshold [113] of 0.05.

2.8 Localization of genes on chromosomes

We developed statistical methods to investigate whether the genes in a community detected by

our community detection method are physically clustered across the genome. To this end, we

first ask whether a group of genes are more frequently located on the same chromosome than

a control. Consider a group of genes, denoted by c. Let n be the number of genes in group c.
We define the fraction of pairs of genes on the same chromosome as

xc ¼
number of pairs of genes in group c on the same chromosome

nðn � 1Þ=2
: ð13Þ

The denominator of xc is equal to the number of pairs of genes in group c and gives the nor-

malization. For the control, we uniformly randomly shuffle the association between the

N = 203 genes that we initially selected for our analysis and the chromosome to which each of

the N genes belongs. After this random shuffling, the n genes are randomly distributed on vari-

ous chromosomes as the N = 203 genes are distributed on those chromosomes. Then, we
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calculate xrandc according to this random distribution of the n genes using Eq (13). We repeat

this randomization 100 times and calculate the average and standard deviation of xrandc , and

then the Z score. If the Z score is significantly positive, then we say that the group of genes c
has more pairs of genes on the same chromosome than the control.

Second, we tested whether the genes in c are located closer to each other on the chromo-

some than a control, given the number of genes in c on each chromosome. To this end, we

define the physical distance measured in base pairs between gene i and gene j on the same

chromosome, d(i, j), as follows. Without loss of generality, assume that the end position of

gene i is less than the start position of gene j. Then, we set

dði; jÞ ¼ ðstart position of gene jÞ � ðend position of gene iÞ: ð14Þ

Furthermore, we define the average distance between genes in group c as

dc ¼
P

i;j in group c on the same chromosome dði; jÞ
number of pairs of genes in group c on the same chromosome

: ð15Þ

Denote by nk the number of genes in group c that are on chromosome k. Note that the denom-

inator in Eq (15) is equal to ∑k nk(nk − 1)/2. For the control, for each k, we choose nk genes uni-

formly at random out of all genes on chromosome k from the N genes. We carry out this

procedure for all chromosomes k on which there are at least two genes in group c (i.e., nk� 2).

Then, we calculate dc for this random distribution of genes, which we refer to as drand
c . We

repeat this randomization 100 times and calculate the average and standard deviation of drand
c ,

and then the Z score. If the Z score is significantly negative, then we say that the genes in

group c are localized on the chromosomes.

Third, we test whether the genes in c are located closer to each other than a control on a given

chromosome. We define the average distance between genes in group c on chromosome k as

~dc;k ¼

P
i;j in group c on chromosome k dði; jÞ

nkðnk � 1Þ=2
: ð16Þ

For the control, we choose nk genes uniformly at random out of all genes that are among the N
genes and on chromosome k. Then, we calculate ~dc;k for this random distribution of genes,

which we refer to as ~drand
c;k . We repeat this randomization 100 times and calculate the average and

standard deviation of ~drand
c;k , and then the Z score. We carry out this procedure for each chromo-

some k on which there are at least two genes in group c (i.e., nk� 2). We apply the Bonferroni

correction [114] separately to each c to determine which communities have a significantly

smaller average distance between pairs of genes on a specific chromosome than the control. We

chose to apply the Bonferroni correction because it is a more conservative statistical method

than others, such as FDR.

2.9 Pancreas-specific cis-eQTL analysis

Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis identifies variants that have significant asso-

ciations with expression levels of specific genes. We hypothesize that changes in expression

levels of a pair of co-expressed genes are associated with the same set of variants. If true, we

expect to identify variants that are associated with the expression of both genes in the pair. To

investigate gene pairs with shared eQTL single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the pan-

creas, we downloaded the cis-eQTL data set from GTEx release V8. This data set involves

SNP-gene pairs with association significance indicated with a nominal p value. The changes in

the expression levels of a given gene may be associated with one or multiple SNPs.
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Alternatively, it may have no eQTLs, meaning that no SNPs are associated with its gene expres-

sion. Using this data set, we searched for SNPs that were associated with both of the genes in a

given gene pair of interest. Given that we are interested in whether co-expressed genes share

common SNPs, we only investigate gene pairs with co-expression (as defined by Eq (1))

greater than 0.5 in the pancreas.

3 Results

3.1 Communities in the multilayer correlation matrix

We compare the gene communities obtained from the multilayer correlation matrix and those

obtained from multilayer gene networks constructed using graphical lasso. For a brief review

of graphical lasso, see Text D in S1 Text.

We run iterated GenLouvain [97] on the multilayer correlation matrix to approximately

maximize the multilayer modularity at each value of the resolution parameter, γ, which we

assume to be common for all layers. We then use the CHAMP algorithm to determine optimal

values of γ [107, 108]. We show the results of CHAMP in Fig 2(a). The figure indicates that

robust ranges of γ, which are relatively wide ranges of γ in which the optimal partition is the

same and correspond to relatively long straight line segments in the figure, are approximately

0< γ< 1.2 or 2.9 < γ< 4.4. Therefore, we examine the node partitions with one arbitrary γ
value from each of these two stable regions of γ, i.e., γ = 1 and γ = 3.

We show the composition of the resulting node partitions with γ = 1 and γ = 3 in Fig 3(a)

and 3(b), respectively. As expected, the number of communities increases when γ increases.

We show the Z score for the total intralayer weight within each community detected with γ = 1

and γ = 3 in Table 2. With γ = 3, communities 8 through 12 contain no intralayer edges such

that one cannot run the randomization, leading to a null Z score. These communities contain

only one gene; communities 8, 9, 10, and 11 detected with γ = 3 contain two nodes represent-

ing the same gene in two different tissues, and community 12 contains only one node. We

omitted these trivial communities in Table 2. The table indicates that all the communities

detected with γ = 1 and all the communities containing at least two genes detected with γ = 3

(i.e., communities 1 through 7) are statistically significant.

Fig 2. Determination of the resolution parameter value by CHAMP. (a) Multilayer correlation matrix. (b) Multilayer network obtained by

graphical lasso. The convex hull of the lines in the (γ, Q) plane, each of which corresponds to a node partitioning, is a piecewise linear curve with

the transition values indicated by a cross and change in the line color. Each line segment corresponds to the optimal node partitioning in the

corresponding range of γ.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.g002
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Fig 3. Composition of each community by layer, i.e., tissue. (a) Multilayer correlation matrix, γ = 1. (b) Multilayer

correlation matrix, γ = 3. (c) Unweighted multilayer network obtained by graphical lasso, γ = 1. (d) Unweighted

multilayer network obtained by graphical lasso, γ = 3. (e) Weighted multilayer network obtained by graphical lasso, γ = 1.

(f) Weighted multilayer network obtained by graphical lasso, γ = 3. The darker shades indicate nodes corresponding to

genes that only appear in one layer in the given community. The lighter shades indicate nodes corresponding to genes

that appear in multiple layers in the community.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.g003

Table 2. Z scores for the total intralayer weight within each community detected in the multilayer correlation

matrix.

γ = 1 γ = 3

Comm. Z score Comm. Z score

1 24.432 1 68.526

2 73.282 2 55.267

3 62.569 3 72.008

4 14.972 4 19.071

5 65.318 5 124.080

6 40.288

7 14.699

Comm. denotes community.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.t002
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Both node partitions contain some communities that appear to be generalist communities

and other communities that appear to be specialist communities. We remind that a generalist

community indicates genes that are similarly co-expressed in multiple tissues and that a spe-

cialist community indicates genes that are uniquely co-expressed in one tissue. To quantify

these findings, we show in Table 3 the specialist fraction for each community in the partition

Table 3. Specialist fraction and the corresponding tissue for each community detected in the multilayer correlation matrix and for each community detected in the

multilayer networks obtained by graphical lasso.

Multilayer correlation matrix

γ = 1 γ = 3

Comm. No. genes No. specialist genes Specialist fraction Specialist tissue Comm. No. genes No. specialist genes Specialist fraction Specialist tissue

1 153 26 0.085 mammary gland 1 96 34 0.160 mammary gland

2 104 35 0.159 mammary gland 2 84 9 0.051 salivary gland

3 92 76 0.717 pancreas 3 87 37 0.252 salivary gland

4 80 63 0.692 skin 4 88 34 0.258 mammary gland

5 86 82 0.921 salivary gland 5 86 76 0.792 pancreas

6 12 0 0.000 N/A

7 5 5 1.000 pancreas

Unweighted multilayer network obtained by graphical lasso

γ = 1 γ = 3

Comm. No. genes No. specialist genes Specialist fraction Specialist tissue Comm. No. genes No. specialist genes Specialist fraction Specialist tissue

1 102 38 0.211 pancreas 1 80 18 0.105 skin

2 62 17 0.142 salivary gland 2 37 2 0.017 pancreas

3 48 6 0.051 pancreas 3 47 13 0.144 pancreas

4 36 2 0.019 mammary gland 4 33 4 0.045 skin

5 35 5 0.051 skin 5 21 2 0.027 mammary gland

6 35 14 0.182 mammary gland 6 24 4 0.063 salivary gland

7 32 8 0.131 salivary gland 7 18 2 0.033 salivary gland

8 17 8 0.200 skin 8 23 4 0.074 pancreas

9 3 1 0.167 skin 9 18 7 0.171 pancreas

10 15 5 0.125 skin

Weighted multilayer network obtained by graphical lasso

γ = 1 γ = 3

Comm. No. genes No. specialist genes Specialist fraction Specialist tissue Comm. No. genes No. specialist genes Specialist fraction Specialist tissue

1 51 8 0.052 pancreas 1 35 3 0.027 pancreas

2 54 11 0.083 mammary gland 2 30 3 0.034 pancreas

3 38 3 0.023 pancreas 3 31 9 0.130 skin

4 38 11 0.117 salivary gland 4 23 7 0.104 pancreas

5 17 0 0.000 N/A 5 16 0 0.000 N/A

6 16 1 0.017 pancreas 6 19 2 0.033 mammary gland

7 24 7 0.130 skin 7 32 5 0.085 salivary gland

8 12 0 0.000 N/A 8 23 3 0.052 salivary gland

9 12 3 0.081 skin 9 14 0 0.000 N/A

10 5 0 0.000 N/A 10 12 0 0.000 N/A

11 19 6 0.133 salivary gland

12 11 2 0.056 skin

13 5 0 0.000 N/A

14 3 0 0.000 N/A

15 2 0 0.000 N/A

Comm. denotes community and No. denotes “number of”.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.t003
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with γ = 1. Communities 3, 4, and 5 have specialist fractions greater than 0.5, so we regard

them as specialist communities. In contrast, because communities 1 and 2 have specialist frac-

tions substantially less than 0.5, we regard them as generalist communities. The same table

also shows the specialist fraction for each significant community found with γ = 3. Communi-

ties 5 and 7 have specialist fractions greater than 0.5. Both of them are pancreas specialist com-

munities. We regard communities 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, whose specialist fraction is substantially less

than 0.5, as generalist communities.

3.2 Communities in the multilayer networks obtained by graphical lasso

For comparison purposes, we run the iterated GenLouvain on the multilayer networks that we

constructed using graphical lasso (see Text D in S1 Text for the methods). The results of

CHAMP on the detected node partition of the unweighted network, shown in Fig 2(b), indi-

cate that the optimal ranges of γ are approximately 0.7< γ< 1.7 or 1.7< γ< 3.2. Therefore,

we use the same γ values as those for our multilayer correlation matrix, i.e., γ = 1 and γ = 3.

We show the composition of the resulting node partitions of the unweighted network

obtained using graphical lasso with γ = 1 and γ = 3 in Fig 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. With γ =

1, we find eleven communities, nine of which are significant. With γ = 3, we find fourteen

communities, ten of which are significant. See Text B in S1 Text for the statistical results. We

also show the composition of the node partitions of the weighted multilayer network obtained

using graphical lasso with γ = 1 and γ = 3 in Fig 3(e) and 3(f), respectively.

Fig 3(c)–3(f) suggests that these partitions apparently contain generalist communities only.

Table 3 shows the specialist fraction for each significant community in the unweighted net-

work and each community in the weighted network. Note that we have not evaluated the sig-

nificance of the communities detected for the weighted multilayer network because the

configuration model for weighted networks, which is necessary for constructing a significance

test, is not a straightforward concept [115, 116]. For the unweighted network, with both γ = 1

and γ = 3, all the significant communities have specialist fractions at most 0.211. For the

weighted network, with both γ = 1 and γ = 3, all the communities with more than one gene

have specialist fractions at most 0.133. Therefore, we conclude that there are no specialist com-

munities for either the unweighted or weighted network and with either γ = 1 or γ = 3.

In sum, our community detection method on correlation matrices finds tissue-specific

gene co-expression patterns, evident by the detection of specialist communities, whereas the

graphical lasso does not. Because we are interested in comparing the biological implications of

specialist communities versus generalist communities, in the following sections, we only ana-

lyze the communities detected for our multilayer correlation matrix. In particular, we will

carry out tissue-specific analysis to investigate the specialist communities detected by our

method.

3.3 Localization of genes on chromosomes

To investigate the possible localization of genes in the detected communities on the chromo-

somes, we first analyze whether the N = 203 among the 56, 200 genes that we are analyzing in

the GTEx data set are already localized in the genome. The Z score for a fraction of pairs of

genes on the same chromosome is 6.735 (p< 10−6), which suggests that the N = 203 genes are

distributed on different chromosomes in a highly biased manner relative to how all the 56, 200

genes are distributed. The Z score for the average distance between pairs of genes on the same

chromosome is −6.059 (p< 10−6). Therefore, the average distance between pairs of genes

among the N = 203 genes is significantly smaller than by chance. This result is expected given

that highly expressed genes in glandular tissues cluster in specific loci [40]. We show the Z
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scores for the average distance between pairs of genes on each chromosome, analyzed sepa-

rately, in Table 4. At a significance level of p = 0.05, there is significant localization of genes on

chromosomes 2 (p = 0.0088; Bonferroni corrected; same for the following p values), 4

(p< 10−4), 12 (p = 0.0098), and 17 (p< 10−4).

Next, we run the same localization analysis for each community in the multilayer correla-

tion matrix detected with γ = 1 and γ = 3. For a generalist community, we only included the

genes in the community that appear in at least three out of the four tissues in this analysis. This

is because such genes may play functional roles, which the generalist community represents,

across many types of tissues. With this restriction, each gene is present in at most one general-

ist community. Note that, without this restriction, a gene may appear in multiple generalist

communities because the four nodes in the multilayer network representing the same gene

may belong to different communities. We exclude this case for simplicity.

For each community, we show in Table 5 the Z score for the fraction of pairs of genes in the

community that are on the same chromosome. With γ = 1, communities 2 (p< 10−4) and 3

Table 4. Z score for the average distance between pairs of genes on each chromosome for the N = 203 genes.

Chr Z score Chr Z score

1 −1.881 14 0.085

2 −3.540 15 −0.404

3 1.293 16 0.599

4 −4.736 17 −4.842

5 −1.858 18 N/A

6 −0.422 19 −2.545

7 −0.873 20 −1.458

8 0.691 21 −0.317

9 0.276 22 −0.564

10 0.552 X 2.103

11 −1.112 Y N/A

12 −3.512 M −0.858

13 N/A

M stands for the mitochondrial chromosome. Chr denotes chromosome.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.t004

Table 5. Analysis of localization of genes in each community detected in the multilayer correlation matrix.

γ = 1 γ = 3

Comm. Z score for xc Z score for dc Comm. Z score for xc Z score for dc
1 1.520 −1.095 1 6.190 −3.251

2 7.094 −2.710 2 −0.388 0.652

3 3.940 −1.245 3 0.879 −0.405

4 0.160 0.179 4 −0.281 0.924

5 −0.102 −0.344 5 4.485 −1.175

6 6.634 −2.255

7 −0.845 N/A

Note that xc is the normalized fraction of pairs of genes in the community on the same chromosome and that dc is the normalized distance between two genes in the

community on the same chromosome. Comm. denotes community.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.t005
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(p = 4.05 � 10−4) have significantly more genes among the N = 203 genes on the same chromo-

some than by chance. The same table also shows the Z score for the average distance on the

chromosome between pairs of genes in the same community for each community. We find

that, with γ = 1, community 2 has a significantly smaller average gene-to-gene distance than by

chance (p = 0.0336). With γ = 3, communities 1 (p< 10−4), 5 (p< 10−4), and 6 (p< 10−4) have

significantly more pairs of genes on the same chromosome than by chance, and community 1

(p = 0.0069) has a significantly smaller average gene-to-gene distance than by chance (see

Table 5).

We then compute the Z score for the average distance between pairs of genes separately for

each chromosome in addition to each community. We exclude the community-chromosome

pairs that have less than three genes from this analysis. With both γ = 1 and γ = 3, no group of

genes on a specific chromosome in a specific community is significantly clustered when we

impose the Bonferroni correction over all the community-chromosome pairs (45 and 23 pairs

with γ = 1 and γ = 3, respectively; see Tables B and C in S1 Text for the Z scores). With the

Bonferroni correction applied to each community separately, there are still no significant clus-

ters in the partition with γ = 1. However, with γ = 3, we find that the genes in community 1 on

chromosome 1 (p = 0.0199) and those in community 5 on chromosome 11 (p = 0.0371) are sig-

nificantly clustered.

3.4 Functional analysis of selected communities

For the communities detected for our multilayer correlation matrix, we found clusters of phys-

ically localized genes within two communities with γ = 3 but none with γ = 1. Because we are

interested in exploring biological implications of localized clusters of genes, we carry out fur-

ther analysis on the node partition with γ = 3 in this section. A table showing which nodes (i.e.,

genes) belong to which communities in this partition is available on GitHub [76].

First, we conducted an enrichment analysis of the communities identified with γ = 3. We

started with an enrichment analysis for the top 50 genes that have the highest expression out of

the 203 genes in the network in each tissue. We find that, in all tissues, the top 50 highly

expressed genes are enriched significantly in well-established housekeeping categories, such as

oxidative phosphorylation and aerobic electron transport chain (FDR<0.05; see Table D in S1

Text). Echoing this finding, one of the modules that we identified (community 1) shows simi-

lar enrichment for mitochondrial function, such as aerobic electron transport chain (p = 1.05 �

10−10) and oxidative phosphorylation (p = 5.90 � 10−11) (see Table E in S1 Text). However, in

the other six communities, our network approach identifies novel gene modules with func-

tional enrichments in epidermis development (community 2, p = 1.90 � 10−24), keratinization

(community 5, p = 1.95 � 10−19), positive regulation of respiratory burst (community 6,

p = 5.36 � 10−8), and adaptive thermogenesis (community 7, p = 1.73 � 10−2). Furthermore,

these modules are enriched with diseases relevant to the tissues examined, such as hyperkera-

tosis (community 2, p = 3.05 � 10−7) and recurrent pancreatitis (community 1, p = 1.78 � 10−19).

In addition, we analyzed the top 50 highly connected genes (i.e., top 50 genes in terms of the

weighted degree, or in other words, top 50 hub genes) in each of the single-layered networks

for each tissue. Not surprisingly, this analysis identified genes that are enriched for functions

and diseases that are specific to each tissue (see Table F in S1 Text). However, we found that

most of the genes that are identified in our multilayer network approach are different from

those identified with single-layer analysis (see Text G in S1 Text). We also found that the func-

tional enrichments of these two network approaches were different (see Table E versus Table F

in S1 Text). Overall, our method provides additional biological insights than simple expres-

sion-level filtering and single-layer network analysis.
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Our multilayer network analysis allowed us to investigate genes that are co-expressed in

multiple tissues. We surmised that membership of genes in the same community can be facili-

tated by shared regulatory sequences affecting multiple genes at the same time. Given that reg-

ulatory regions affect gene expression in cis (i.e., nearby regions), we hypothesize that genes in

the same multilayer community may be physically close to each other. To investigate this, we

visualize in Fig 4 the location of the genes in the different communities on the chromosomes.

As in the localization analysis presented in section 3.3, for a generalist community, we only

show in Fig 4 the genes in the community that are present in at least three tissues. In Fig 4, a

color of the circles represents a community. Note that a gene can belong to more than one

community, denoted by multiple colored circles next to each other horizontally pointing to

the same gene. It happens to be the case that a gene is associated with a maximum of two dif-

ferent communities, hence a maximum of two colored circles pointing to the same gene. Visu-

ally, Fig 4 suggests some tight clusters of genes, especially in community 5.

In section 3.3, we found significantly localized clusters of genes in community 1 on chro-

mosome 1 and in community 5 on chromosome 11 in the partition with γ = 3. It is somewhat

surprising that only these two community-chromosome pair gene sets are significantly local-

ized because there appear to be more localized clusters in Fig 4. A possible reason for this dis-

crepancy is that, besides the genes in the community-chromosome pair of interest, there are so

few other genes on the chromosome that the random shuffling of gene associations does not

provide sufficient randomization. In this case, the empirical average distance between genes in

the community-chromosome pair will not be statistically different from the average distance

for the randomized data. Therefore, here we directly compared the average distance between

pairs of genes on each community-chromosome pair, as defined by Eq (16), to that for com-

munity 5 on chromosome 11. We decided to analyze community 5 because it is a pancreas

Fig 4. Location of genes on chromosomes, colored by community. There is a colored circle for each associated

community pointing to each gene. Note that a gene can belong to more than one community, denoted by multiple

colored circles next to each other horizontally pointing to the same gene. This figure allows us to visually see clusters of

genes on specific chromosomes and their associated community.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.g004
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specialist community while community 1 is a generalist community, as we discussed in regards

to functional enrichment earlier in this section.

We denote the average distance between the pairs of genes among the three genes in com-

munity 5 on chromosome 11 by ~d5;11, calculated using Eq (16). We looked for any commu-

nity-chromosome pair, containing all the genes in the selected community on the selected

chromosome, with at least three genes whose average distance between genes is less than ~d5;11.

There are five such additional gene clusters: community 1 on chromosome M, which contains

15 genes, community 5 on chromosome 4, which contains 6 genes, community 5 on chromo-

some 17, which contains 9 genes, community 6 on chromosome 2, which contains 6 genes,

and community 6 on chromosome 14, which contains 3 genes. Among all these community-

chromosome pairs, we focused on the three gene clusters in community 5, including the gene

cluster on chromosome 11. We opted to do so because community 5 is a pancreas specialist

community, whereas communities 1 and 6 are generalist communities.

After initial investigation of the three gene clusters in community 5, i.e., one each on chro-

mosome 4, 11, and 17, we further analyzed the one on chromosome 17, because keratin loci

have been discussed in the context of human evolution [117, 118]. We show in Fig 5A and 5B

the expression of each gene in this gene cluster in the skin and pancreas, respectively. We

found that gene expression trends vary between the two tissues. Specifically, our method iden-

tified community 5 because of co-expression trends in the pancreas. However, in terms of the

sheer expression level, the present gene cluster is expressed multiple folds higher in the skin

Fig 5. Expression and co-expression analysis of a cluster of genes in community 5 on chromosome 17. The co-expression matrices for these genes

in (A) skin and in (B) pancreas are shown. The average expression for each gene in these tissues is shown in the bar graphs. The location of these

genes on chromosome 17 is shown in (C), with arrows (colored according to the associated tissue) pointing from putative regulatory elements to

highly co-expressed genes. (D) The panel shows different measures of the regulatory potential of this genome section. From top to bottom: 1.

H3K27AC modification to histone H3 within the region, which often correlates with activation of transcription and is associated with active

enhancers in a given tissue available through ENCODE database [119]. 2. DNAse1 hypersensitivity sites. They are sections of the genome that are cut

by DNAse1 enzyme. Given that the chromatin has to be “open” for the DNAse to access the sequence, the sequences that are cut by DNAse indicate

open chromatin, which is in turn associated with regulatory activity. Data are available through ENCODE database [119]. 3. Enhancer/promoters.

These are sequences that are predicted as enhancers (gray) and promoters (red) from the GeneHancer database [120]. 4. Established interactions

between regulatory regions and genes as documented by GeneHancer database [120]. These data sets combined with our co-expression analysis

provide a novel outlook into potential topologically associated domains that may be regulated by specific sequences in a tissue-specific manner.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.g005
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than pancreas. Further, we found that the co-expression patterns for some gene pairs within

this gene cluster are common between the skin and pancreas but differ for other gene pairs.

The physical clustering of the genes that are co-expressed implicates genetic variation in

shared gene regulatory factors as the main basis for co-expression. For example, a search of the

GTEx eQTL database showed that the common single nucleotide polymorphism rs12450846 is

significantly (p< 10−18) associated with lower expression of KRT31 in the skin but higher

expression of this gene in ovaries (p< 0.005). Unfortunately, this analysis was not conducted

in the pancreas. Regardless, this polymorphism and the haplotype linked to it regulate multiple

other keratins and keratin-associated protein genes in this particular locus in a tissue and

gene-specific manner according to the GTEx database. Thus, genetic variation that affects the

efficacy of regulatory regions (Fig 5C) or the formation of topologically associated domains

(Fig 5D) in a tissue-specific manner may underly the co-expression of the genes in community

5 on chromosome 17. Indeed, we found several topologically associated domains, enhancers,

transcription factor binding sites, and open chromatins within this region, affecting co-

expressed genes in a similar fashion (Fig 5). Overall, our analysis provides several exciting

hypotheses for future work to investigate regulatory regions that target multiple nearby genes

and explain tissue-specific co-expression trends.

Another interesting community we identified is community 7. The genes in this commu-

nity are located on different chromosomes and are enriched for response to temperature

change (adaptive thermogenesis; see Table E in S1 Text). Because they exist on different chro-

mosomes, it is unlikely that these genes share any common regulatory sequences or topologi-

cally associating domains. Instead, their co-expression may be due to environmental stimuli

that are shared among the samples at the time of sampling (e.g., warm or cold environments).

If true, the co-expression is due to a response to environmental stimuli that is controlled by

specific regulatory sequences with broad effects across the genome, such as transcription fac-

tors. Thus, our network analysis may be useful for identifying gene clusters that respond to dif-

ferent environments.

3.5 Gene pairs with shared associated SNPs in pancreas

As described in section 2.9, we hypothesized that genetic variation that affects gene expres-

sion in a tissue-specific manner can explain some of the co-expression trends we observed.

Identifying such variation is challenging because of the huge amount of combinations that

are possible between genetic variants and gene expression levels. To overcome this chal-

lenge and identify examples of where genetic variation may explain the co-expression trends

and chromosomal clustering, we conduct an eQTL analysis considering only cis variants

that are physically close to genes of interest. This analysis provides a list of variants (SNPs in

this case) that are significantly associated with expression levels of nearby genes. We will

refer to these SNPs as eQTLs. Using this approach, we identified three gene pairs (i.e.,

CELA3B and CELA3A; AMY2B and AMY2A; REG3G and REG1B) that share associated

eQTLs in the pancreas out of all the gene pairs in the network of 203 genes with co-expres-

sion greater than 0.5.

Notably, out of these three gene pairs, two pairs, i.e., the CELA3B-CELA3A and AMY2B-

AMY2A pairs, are not composed of hub genes within the pancreas single-layered network and

are only identified through our multilayer network approach. Both pairs are within commu-

nity 5. For example, if we searched for the top 86 genes in terms of the weighted degree in the

pancreas to match the number of genes in community 5, we were not able to identify the

CELA3B-CELA3A or AMY2B-AMY2A pairs. In contrast, the other gene pair with shared

eQTLs (i.e., REG3G and REG1B) consists of two hub genes in the single-layered pancreas co-
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expression network. Therefore, we would have missed two out of three gene pairs that may be

biologically interesting if we simply investigated hub genes in the pancreas.

Next, to identify the biological relevance of this putatively genetically determined co-

expression pattern, we investigated the CELA3 locus. We identified a set of 96 variants from

statistically significant eQTLs for both CELA3A and CELA3B in the pancreas. CELA3A and

CELA3B, which are proteases, are produced as zymogens in the pancreas. They then perform

their digestive function in the intestine once they have been transported there. It has previously

been speculated that the presence of two CELA3 copies provides a functional substitute for the

lack of pancreatic expression of CELA1 in humans relative to pigs [121]. The 96 variants are

present in the genomic region spanned by HSPG2, CELA3A, and CELA3B. The minor allele

for each of these 96 variants is associated with a decreased expression of CELA3A and an

increased expression of CELA3B in the pancreas. This observation may hint at a possible con-

straint on the combined expression level of CELA3A and CELA3B in the pancreas, further sup-

porting the idea that CELA genes may have compensatory roles for the functions of other

members in this gene family. To understand the population genetics trends affecting the regu-

latory variants that we identified, we analyzed 83 SNPs that are associated with gene expression

of CELA3A and CELA3B and genotyped in the 1000 Genomes Project Phase-3 data set. We

found that these variants form a single linkage-disequilibrium (LD) group in Europeans at an

r2 threshold of 0.6 [122]. The minor alleles of 10 of these variants are associated with a

decreased blood phosphate concentration [123, 124] (see Fig 6). In order to identify putative

causal variants in the LD group, we investigated whether any of these variants lie in a regula-

tory region. We find that four (rs57030248, rs59134693, rs113385886, and rs111651468) of

these variants lie in an enhancer (ENSR00000350171), identified by ENSEMBL’s variant effect

predictor [125] (Fig 6B), which is active in the pancreas. Three of these four variants

(rs57030248, rs59134693, and rs113385886) are both present in the enhancer region and asso-

ciated with decreased blood phosphate levels. It is likely that one or more of these three vari-

ants are causal in the context of differences in the expression levels of CELA3A (p = 1.1 � 10−8,

normalized effect size = −0.43) and CELA3B (p = 4.5 � 10−10, normalized effect size = +0.43).

Our results allowed us to construct a hypothetical model (Fig 6). Our multilayer network

approach facilitated the narrowing down of putatively causal genetic variants that affect the

expression levels of negatively co-expressed gene pairs within the context of protein and phos-

phate metabolism.

4 Discussion

We developed a multilayer community detection method for Pearson correlation matrix data.

We applied the proposed method to gene co-expression data from four tissues in humans to

identify gene modules (i.e., communities). Some detected communities spanned multiple lay-

ers, which we refer to as generalist communities. Other communities lay mostly within one

layer, specifically the pancreas layer, which we refer to as specialist communities. We then

found that both generalist and specialist communities were localized on a smaller number of

chromosomes than the expectation of random distribution of genes. As a case study, we closely

looked into two groups of genes (i.e., the KRTAP cluster in community 5 and community 7 as

a whole) and suggested that the detected multilayer communities may imply gene regulatory

factors shared across different tissues or environmental stimuli shared among samples. Finally,

we found three gene pairs that share associated eQTLs in the pancreas, identifying examples in

which genetic variation may explain the co-expression trends and chromosomal clustering.

Various mutually inclusive factors can explain co-expression of genes [16, 33, 34]. We

explored two such factors in our case study. First, it is possible that the regulatory regions
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control the expression of multiple genes in certain tissues [24, 26–29]. In this case, individuals

who share genetic variations in these regulatory regions will have similar expression levels in

these tissues where these regulators are active. If genetic variation underlies the co-expression

of genes and the regulatory elements are cis (i.e., close physical proximity), we expect the co-

expressed genes to cluster across the genome. We suggested that KRTAP3–3, KRTAP3–1, and

KRTAP1–5 share regulatory elements in skin and pancreas. Indeed, several recent studies

highlight topologically associating domains as potential sites underlying co-expression of mul-

tiple proximate genes [29, 40]. Our approach integrated with chromatin accessibility (e.g.,

ATAC-seq) data is expected to facilitate identifying such loci where regulatory architecture

may underlie the gene expression trends of multiple nearby genes in a tissue-specific manner.

Second, it is possible that co-expressed genes have similar or complementing functions that

respond to particular environmental conditions [30, 31]. For example, we suggested that the

genes in community 7 detected in the multilayer correlation matrix with γ = 3 may be involved

in response to temperature change and co-expressed because samples were subjected to

respective environmental conditions at the time of sampling. We argue that the response to

environmental stimuli may underlie co-expression in these genes and thus indicate phenotypic

plasticity for related traits [126], where an individual can respond to different environmental

cues by adjusting the expression levels of multiple genes [127]. Our approach can provide a

systematic framework to study phenotypic plasticity using animal models comparing different

environmental stimuli (e.g., temperature, pathogenic pressure, diet, xenobiotic substances).

Fig 6. A schematic of SNPs in an enhancer region (gray box) that affect the expression of CELA3A (blue box) and

CELA3B (orange box) in the pancreas and are associated with blood phosphate concentration. (A) Expression

levels of CELA3A and CELA3B, and blood phosphate concentration when the derived alleles for the putatively causal

SNPs are absent. (B) The presence of the derived alleles for the putatively causal SNPs decreases the expression level of

CELA3A, increases the expression level of CELA3B, and decreases the blood phosphate concentration.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1011616.g006
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Another particularly relevant study using GTEx data to construct tissue-specific gene co-

expression networks compared the community structure across different tissues [41]. While

the present study also uses GTEx data to construct tissue-specific gene co-expression net-

works and compare community structure across layers, the details of the methods differ in

the following noteworthy ways. Azevedo et al. [41] apply a thresholding method to the corre-

lation matrices to construct networks and use signed modularity [128] as the quality func-

tion for community detection, whereas the present study uses the correlation matrices

directly with an appropriate correlation matrix null model in the quality function, as

described in section 2.4. Additionally, we perform a multilayer community detection

method that incorporates interlayer coupling strength information, whereas Azevedo et al.

perform single layer community detection on each layer separately and then compare the

community structure across networks using the global multiplexity index [129]. The global

multiplexity index quantifies how many times two genes belong to the same communities

across all the layers. To connect terminology in their study [41] and the present study, we

point out that a group of genes with global multiplexity index equal to L (i.e., the total num-

ber of layers) corresponds to a generalist community that spans all layers of the multilayer

network. This type of community is also called a pillar community [91]. A group of genes

with global multiplexity index equal to 1 corresponds to a specialist community. Finally, a

group of genes with global multiplexity index greater than 1 but less than L is a generalist

community that spans a subset of the layers (of size equal to the global multiplexity index) in

the multilayer network. This type of community is also called a semi-pillar community [91].

Both Azevedo et al. [41] and the present study employ enrichment analysis on the communi-

ties to identify known biological processes corresponding to the discovered gene communi-

ties. Systematic comparison between multilayer community detection methods, such as the

present work, and single layer community detection methods with multilayer analysis, such

as [41], warrants future work.

We employed multilayer modularity maximization. By design, modularity maximization

consists of finding an optimal partition of nodes into non-overlapping communities, and

therefore each node belongs to exactly one community. This feature is inherited to multilayer

modularity maximization such that each node (i, α), where i represents a gene and α represents

a layer, belongs to exactly one community. Multilayer modularity maximization has been used

on biological networks to extract groups of proteins or genes that may be functionally related.

For example, this technique was used on multilayer networks composed of transcription factor

co-targeting, microRNA co-targeting, PPI, and gene co-expression networks as four layers for

revealing candidate driver cancer genes [59] and on a multilayer network composed of path-

ways, co-expression, PPIs, and complexes networks for obtaining groups of disease-related

proteins [130]. However, it is not straightforward to interpret the obtained multilayer commu-

nities as gene module because, within a single multilayer community, different genes appear in

different sets of layers. For example, in a generalist community spanning all the four layers,

some genes i may be present in all the layers, whereas other genes j may be present in only one

layer. Then, although i and j belong to the same community and connected by group-level co-

expression relationships, it may be difficult to argue that i and j share biological functions or

environmental factors because how their co-expression depends on layers is different between

genes i and j. One option to mitigate this problem is to focus on the resulting gene set in a

given multilayer community and ignore the layer identity for simplicity [59, 130]. In contrast,

we limited our analysis of generalist communities to the genes that appear in at least three out

of the four layers in the community. In this manner, we argued that the genes in the generalist

communities used in our localization and biological analyses may have functions common

across different tissue types. For the two specialist communities that we analyzed in depth
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(with γ = 3), we did not need to select genes because all genes were present in the pancreas and

only a small fraction of genes were also present in a different tissue type.

The GTEx Consortium portal provides gene expression data from 30 types of tissues [77]. It

is computationally straightforward to extend this analysis to more than four layers (i.e., tis-

sues). Then, however, the results would quickly become much more complicated to interpret.

With a number of layers much larger than four, it is likely that our method would no longer

discover specialist communities. This is an important limitation of the present analysis. Devel-

oping methods more directly tailored to multilayer gene co-expression networks and correla-

tion matrices with a larger number of tissues warrants future work. A suitable method should

depend on biological questions. For example, enforcing pillar or semi-pillar communities such

that all the genes belonging to the same multilayer community are present in the same set of

layers [44, 91] may facilitate biological interpretation of obtained results. Allowing overlapping

of communities [131, 132] and genes not belonging to any community may be another choice.

For example, overlapping community detection in single-layer networks has been shown to be

better at identifying biologically relevant disease modules than non-overlapping community

detection [131].

We only analyzed co-expression among N = 203 out of the 56, 200 genes because it is diffi-

cult to reliably estimate covariance matrices when the number of samples is small [39, 83, 133–

135]. Justifiable methods for analyzing co-expression matrices or networks of a larger number

of genes are desirable. Such methods will enable us to reduce bias involved in choosing a small

subset of genes to analyze. In contrast, a different approach is to formulate the estimation of

large correlation networks from big data as a computational challenge and work on efficient

algorithms and application to complex biological data [136]. Systematically investigating bio-

logical performance of network community detection as a function of the number of samples

[135, 137, 138] will help us to better understand potentials and limitations of both single-layer

and multilayer community detection in gene and other related networks, which is left as future

work.

Supporting information

S1 Text. Fig A. Composition of each community by layer, i.e., tissue, for the multilayer

correlation matrix originating from the 150 genes with the highest variance of TPM in

each tissue, detected with our community detection method for multilayer correlation

matrices with γ = 3. Although there are 50 communities detected, we only show the commu-

nities with more than one gene in this figure. The darker shades indicate nodes corresponding

to genes that only appear in one layer in the given community. The lighter shades indicate

genes corresponding to genes that appear in multiple layers in the community. Fig B. Jaccard

index between the set of tissue-specific hub genes and the set of genes in a community.

Each row corresponds to the top 50 hub genes in each layer (i.e., tissue), where “panc” denotes

pancreas, “sal” denotes salivary gland, “mamm” denotes mammary gland, and “skin” denotes

skin (not sun exposed). Each column corresponds to a community identified with γ = 3.

Table A. Z scores for the number of intralayer edges within each community and for the

conductance of each community detected in the unweighted multilayer network obtained

by graphical lasso with γ = 1 and γ = 3. Comm. denotes community and no. denotes “number

of”. Table B. Z scores for the average distance between pairs of genes on each chromosome

and each significant community detected with γ = 1. Comm. denotes community and Chr

denotes chromosome. Table C. Z scores for the average distance between pairs of genes on

each chromosome and each significant community detected with γ = 3. Comm. denotes

community and Chr denotes chromosome. Table D. Results of the gene set enrichment
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analysis for the top 50 highly expressed genes out of the 203 genes in the network in each

tissue. Table E. Results of the gene set enrichment analysis for the communities of the mul-

tilayer correlation matrix with γ = 3. Comm. denotes community. Table F. Results of the

gene set enrichment analysis for the top 50 highly connected genes out of the 203 genes in

the single-layer network of each tissue. Text A. Analysis of an expanded multilayer correla-

tion matrix. Text B. Significance of communities detected in general multilayer networks.

Text C. Derivation of the variance of the total intralayer weight for a community in a mul-

tilayer correlation matrix. Text D. Graphical lasso. Text E. Z scores for the average dis-

tance between pairs of genes on each chromosome separately in each community. Text F.

Results of the gene set enrichment analysis. Text G. Tissue-specific hub genes versus gene

communities.
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